
Badby  
Nothamptonshire. There are 3 dances, of which 2 stick.  

Figures 

Once to yourself, Cast, Side by side, Back to back, Hands around and Whole hey.  

 

Cast is the whole set follows first couple right to face down and repeat back to place. 
 

Hands around is half way only and return. 
 

Finish facing up. 

Steps 

4-step and Side step. 

 

Figures finish with Leg across, to capers with free foot swung across in front and touching 
ground. 

Arm-movements 

Wide twists with 4-step, leading hand only in Side step. 
 

Circles with Leg across. 

Stick Dances 

BEAUX OF LONDON CITY 

Once to yourselves, Cast, Chorus, Side by side, Chorus, Back to back, Chorus, Hands 

around, Chorus, Whole hey, Chorus. 
 

Once to yourselves all Butt.  
 

All figures Together and Butt, no Leg across. 
 

Chorus is Corners strike, then Corners shoot. 

 

Corners strike is 

| Butt( ground ) Butt(corner) Tip( corner ) - | for each corner.  
Then all 

| Wave( right ) Wave( left ) Wave( right ) Tip( partner ) - | 
 

Corners shoot is all  

| Butt( ground ) Tip( ground ) Shoot(partner) - | 

| Butt( ground ) Tip( ground ) Shoot( corner ) - | 

| Butt( ground ) Tip( ground ) Shoot(partner) - | 

| Wave( right ) Wave( left ) Wave( right ) Tip( partner ) - | 
 

Stamp on shoot. 
 

Finish all up or shoot music as called by number one. 

SHEPHERD’S HEY 

Once to yourselves, Cast, Chorus, Side by side, Chorus, Back to back, Chorus, Hands 

around, Chorus, Whole hey. 
 

Figures in stick version end with | Tip Butt Tip - |. In clapping version | Front Back Front - | 

with Leg across.  
 



Chorus is sticking or clapping and Half hey. 
 

Sticking is  

| - - Odd Odd | - - Even Even | Odd Even Odd Even | Odd Even Odd - |. 

Odd is odds Tip strike evens Butt. Even is reverse. 
 

Clapping is  

| Front - Right Right | Front - Left Left | Front Right Front Left | Front Back Front - |. 

Handkerchief Dances 

OLD BLACK JOE 

Once to yourselves, Cast, Chorus, Side by side, Chorus, Back to back, Chorus, Hands 

around, Chorus, Whole hey. 
 

Chorus is | Side step( left ) | Side step( left ) | Side step( right ) | Side step( right ) | and 

Half hey. 

 
 


